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1. The Ad Note to Article VI Permits Reasonable Security Requirements.  The Ad Note to
Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (GATT 1994) means, quite
simply, that Members may require security for the payment of antidumping and countervailing
duties until the facts with respect to payment of those duties are finally determined, provided that
the security is “reasonable.”  If it is “reasonable,” requiring security for those duties is not
prohibited.  The enhanced bond directive provides for just such security – in the form of a bond –
for payment of antidumping and countervailing duties in the amount established through the
assessment review process.  The additional bond amount secures CBP against the risk that an
importer will default on duties finally determined to be owed on a given set of entries.  And it is
“reasonable.” 

2. The U.S. interpretation of the Ad Note is consistent with the ordinary meaning of each of
the terms used therein, in particular the references to “other cases in customs administration,”
“security,” “payment,” the “final” determination of the facts, and “suspected dumping or
subsidization.”  It is consistent with the reference to “other cases in customs administration,”
because requiring a bond pending payment of the duties being secured, when the final liability is
not known at entry, is common practice among customs administrators in the United States and
other countries, including India.  It is consistent with the reference to “security” – indeed, a bond is
specifically enumerated as a type of security in the Ad Note.  The U.S. interpretation is consistent
with the reference to “payment” and the “final determination of the facts”:  it is supported by the
fact that the language is very similar to language in Article 9.3.1 of the Agreement on
Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (“AD
Agreement”) describing the results of an assessment review in a retrospective duty assessment
system.  Finally, it is consistent with the reference to a “case of suspected dumping or
subsidization.”  In the context of payment, dumping is “suspected” after the investigation and
pending assessment because it is not known whether any duties will be owed on the set of entries
secured by the bond until the assessment review process is complete.   The U.S. interpretation also
accords with the context in which the Ad Note appears, including GATT 1994 Article VI and the
AD Agreement.  The term “levy”, which is referenced in Article VI:2-3, is defined in the AD
Agreement and the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM Agreement”) as
“the definitive or final legal assessment or collection of a duty or tax,” and thus it is logical that a
provision on levying duties would be accompanied by an Ad Note addressing security for
payment, pending final legal assessment of those duties.  And it does not conflict with Article 9,
which addresses the assessment and collection of duties through the administrative review process,
and which permits a Member to collect duties in an amount up to the “final liability” described in
Article 9.3.  The security requirement is precisely what enables the United States to collect that
amount of duty.

3. By contrast, India and Thailand’s interpretation is utterly contrary to the text.  With respect
to the Ad Note, it is at odds with the use of the term “security for payment”, as it would suggest
that the Ad Note does not govern security for payment.  It is at odds with the reference to the
“final” determination of the facts, when interpreted in the context of “payment” because, in a
retrospective duty assessment system, a final determination in the investigation phase of a
proceeding does not address payment, and the final results of a previous administrative review
only address payment for the entries covered by that review, not the entries subject to the security
requirement.  India and Thailand’s interpretation also is at odds with the reference to “other cases
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in customs administration” – India and Thailand have identified no other cases in customs
administration in which the administrator stops requiring security for payment before duties have
been paid.  And, it is contrary to the use of the term “reasonable” security, rather than a specific
limit on the amount of security as is the case in AD Agreement Article 7.  

4. India and Thailand’s interpretation of the AD Agreement is likewise flawed.  First, their
reading of Article 7 as “superseding” the Ad Note or otherwise restricting security requirements
imposed after the final determination is unsupported by its terms.  Nothing in Article 7 suggests
that it places limits on the amount of security after the final determination in the investigation. 
The mere fact that Article 7 refers to security requirements does not support the conclusion that the
limits it contains apply to all security requirements relating to AD/CVD.  Indeed, the text
explicitly refers to measures taken “during the investigation” phase of a proceeding.  With respect
to Article 9 of the AD Agreement, India and Thailand ask the Panel to treat “security” as
synonymous with “duty” – an assertion that is contradicted by the ordinary meaning of the term
“security” and the context provided by references to security elsewhere in the text that explicitly
distinguish it from a duty, such as Article 7 of the AD Agreement.  Furthermore, India and
Thailand ask that the Panel interpret the phrase“margin of dumping” in Article 9 to mean the
margin of dumping established in the investigation, or for previous entries, but not the margin of
dumping actually determined for the entries being secured.  India, for example, asserts in its
second submission that the margin determined in the investigation phase of a proceeding operates
as a “ceiling” for the amount of duties that may be collected following assessment.  This assertion
is unsupported by the text of Article 9, as explained above, as well as previous panel and Appellate
Body reports and basic logic.  If accepted, India’s argument would mean that Members may not
collect duties equal to the final liability established in the assessment review, and that a margin
calculated based on an entirely different set of entries – and entirely different set of facts – dictates
the amount of duties that may be assessed and collected on subsequent entries.  

5. In Argentina – Poultry, the panel rejected a similar claim, advanced by Brazil, that the
margin of dumping referred to in Article 9.3 is that established during the period of investigation. 
With respect to Article 9.2, the panel stated that “it would appear reasonable to conclude that an
anti-dumping duty meeting the requirements of Article 9.3 (i.e., not exceeding the margin of
dumping) would be ‘appropriate’ within the meaning of Article 9.2.”  The margin of dumping
determined in accordance with an assessment review conducted consistently with Article 9.3.1 is
precisely the margin of dumping that the bond requirement is intended to secure.  Thailand and
India fail to demonstrate how a bond requirement established as security for payment of this
amount of duties is inconsistent with either Article 9.2 or Article 9.3.  As Article 31(1) of the
Vienna Convention states, “A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the
ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object
and purpose.”  India and Thailand’s interpretation does not accord with this customary rule of
treaty interpretation.

6. Finally, with respect to the question of “reasonableness”, first, the Ad Note uses the term
“reasonable” – unlike, for example, Article 7 of the AD Agreement, it does not specify a particular
limit on the amount of security that is “reasonable.”  As the Appellate Body noted in US – German
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Steel and Japan – Alcohol, when interpreting a text, omissions have significance; the absence of a
specific limit in the Ad Note likewise has significance.  Second, the measure in question was
adopted in response to a serious, and unprecedented, problem:  importers of merchandise subject
to antidumping duties have not paid in excess of $600 million in duties lawfully owed.  Most of
the bills have now been outstanding for several years, and, because they were not secured, it is
unlikely CBP will ever be able to collect on them.  The main problem was not surety bankruptcies,
new shipper reviews, or, as Thailand and India assert, some undefined feature of nonmarket
economies; rather, it was the fact that the importers involved in the industry in question were not
financially sound and had defaulted, and that the duties in question were largely unsecured.  Third,
to establish security amounts, CBP, like any customs authority, must evaluate risk of default and
make predictions about final liability – as noted, contrary to India and Thailand’s suggestion, this
is the liability established following the assessment process.  CBP identified a risk with respect to
shrimp imports, due to similarities in the characteristics of the industry with those of the industries
that had been responsible for previous defaults.  It could not ignore the potential liability at stake,
given the value of the shipments in question – a mere 1% increase in the margins overall would
result in about $25 million in unsecured duties.  CBP’s analysis indicated that, historically,
margins increase 33% of the time, often by significant amounts, and when they do, defaults may
occur.  Indeed, substantial defaults had occurred in the past, in industries that, in terms of financial
structure, shared similarities to the shrimp industry.  Moreover, CBP has worked to minimize the
burden on importers – all it asks of an importer that would like a bond amount other than that
established in the formula is to provide some basic information so that CBP can confirm that it is
able to pay.  Nothing in the enhanced bond directive supports the conclusion that this is a
“burdensome” process or otherwise results in unreasonable security, and, beyond simple assertion,
Thailand and India have offered no evidence to the contrary. 

7. Additional Bond Directive Is Not a “Specific Action Against Dumping” or “Subsidy”. 
The enhanced bond directive is not an “action against dumping” or “subsidy” – it merely provides
for security to enable CBP to collect antidumping duties lawfully owed.  The sole reason the
directive is designed to secure these duties is because they account for the vast majority of duties
that importers have not paid.  Other provisions of the WTO Agreement, such as GATT Article X
and Article XX(d), contemplate a distinction between the measure that requires a particular action
and the measure that enforces that requirement.  Fundamentally, Thailand and India’s argument
appears to rest on an incorrect understanding of the relationship between the GATT 1994 and the
AD Agreement.  The GATT 1994, including the Ad Note to Article VI, is an “integral part” of the
Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (“Marrakesh Agreement”). 
Article VI is “part of the same treaty” as the AD Agreement, and should not be interpreted in a
way that would deprive it or the Antidumping Agreement of meaning.  The terms of Article 18.1
reflect the relationship between the annexed agreements described in the Marrakesh Agreement. 
The security is “in accordance with the provisions of GATT 1994, as interpreted by” the AD
Agreement because it is consistent with the GATT 1994 and nothing in the AD Agreement alters
that.  The AD Agreement permits Members to collect duties in the amount of the final liability and
the Ad Note permits “reasonable” security for the payment of duties equal to that final liability. 
Only by distorting the language of Articles 7 and 9 do India and Thailand create a conflict where
none exists.  Furthermore, in reading Article 18.1 as superseding the Ad Note in the absence of a
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conflict, Thailand and India improperly deprive the Ad Note of meaning, contrary to the
relationship between the annexed agreements contemplated by the Marrakesh Agreement.

8. India and Thailand’s Claim under GATT Article X:3(a). Thailand and India now appear
to argue that they are not contesting the application of the directive to shrimp, but rather the
directive’s “substantive content” as a legal instrument that “regulates the administration of a legal
instrument of the kind described in Article X:1” – i.e., 19 C.F.R. 113.13.  However, if this is their
claim, they have plainly failed to meet the burden described by the Appellate Body in EC –
Customs Matters.  They have failed to prove that the directive “necessarily leads to a lack of
uniform, impartial or reasonable administration.”  In this regard, it is notable that the directive
does not say that it applies only to shrimp; rather it establishes an approach to reviewing
continuous bonds for merchandise determined to be subject to increased default risk.  Yet the only
evidence Thailand and India have offered in support of their Article X claim relates to their
assertion that shrimp importers should not be treated differently than other importers.  They fail to
demonstrate how the directive necessarily results in this treatment. 

9. The Directive Is Not Inconsistent with GATT Articles I, II, or XI.  Neither Thailand nor
India has established a breach of GATT Articles I, II, and XI. With regard to India’s reference to
the notion that a bond requirement must be evaluated in conjunction with the obligation it secures,
that linkage was rejected by the Appellate Body in US – Certain EC Products, one of the very
cases that India cites.  Furthermore, even were the linkage theory valid, neither India nor Thailand
have demonstrated that the AD Agreement prohibits the United States from obtaining payment for
duties determined in accordance with an assessment review.  Like any security requirement, the
additional bond amount is required at the time of entry, before the actual amount of duties owed is
known.  The mere fact that the final liability has not been definitively established when the bond is
requested is irrelevant to the question of whether the obligation being secured is lawful.  Were it
otherwise, no bond would be found to secure a lawful obligation, since a bond’s very purpose is to
provide security when goods are being entered before final liability has been definitively
established.  In this case, there is no basis on the record before this Panel to conclude that the
duties ultimately assessed – the duties secured by the bond – are unlawful.  In addition, with regard
to GATT Article I, as explained, the measure in question does not discriminate between Members. 
It is applied to importers of shrimp subject to the antidumping order, without regard to nationality,
unlike the bond requirement at issue in US – Certain EC Products. 

10. With respect to GATT Article II, bonds are not “duties”.  As for the claim that they
constitute “other charges”, the sole support India and Thailand offer for this assertion is the panel’s
findings in US – Certain EC Products.  One panelist disagreed with the panel’s findings in this
regard, and the Appellate Body overturned the panel with respect to those aspects of its Article II
analysis that were appealed.  India and Thailand continue to fail to offer a theory of “restriction”
that would support anything other than the conclusion that all bond requirements are inconsistent
with Article II unless included in a Member’s Schedule of Commitments.  Thailand’s assertion
that such requirements could be justified under Article XX does not cure this defect in its position: 
to read the GATT 1994 as prohibiting all unscheduled security requirements unless justified by a
provision of Article XX would effectively reverse the burden of proof in all cases involving
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security requirements.  There is no basis in the text of the WTO Agreement to suggest this is
intended, and such a reading raises the question of why the Ad Note was included if bonds must
always be justified under Article XX(d).  The same flaw persists with respect to India and
Thailand’s analysis under GATT Article XI. Thailand mischaracterizes the panel’s findings in DR
– Cigarettes in suggesting that the panel made no findings with respect to the meaning of
“restriction” and whether the measure in question constituted a restriction within the meaning of
Article XI.  The entirety of the panel’s analysis in paragraphs 7.250 through 7.254 pertains to the
question of whether the bond requirement at issue was a “restriction.”  Because, as here, importers
were able to import without posting the bond, the requirement in DR – Cigarettes was found not to
constitute a “restriction” within the meaning of Article XI.  To suggest as Thailand and India do
that any additional burden on importers constitutes a “restriction” simply proves too much.

11. The Additional Bond Directive Would be Justified by GATT Article XX(d). The United
States has amply described the source of the noncollection problem:  unsecured antidumping
duties owed in an industry characterized by undercapitalized importers.  Second, the record
demonstrates that the noncollection problem is serious, a point that Thailand conceded in its first
submission.  And it has been shown that, absent the additional bond, CBP will not be able to
collect duties lawfully owed in the event that an importer defaults.  Thailand and India’s assertions
regarding purported alternate measures are unavailing.  Neither Thailand nor India have responded
to the U.S. position in this regard, and instead continue to recite the same measures as suitable
“alternatives” when it has already been demonstrated that they are not.  


